Network functioning during cognitive tasks is of major interest in Alzheimer's disease (AD).
Introduction
Memory deficits are frequently the primary cognitive symptoms in Alzheimer's disease (AD). Attention is also impaired in the early stages (Berardi et al., 2005; Finke et al., 2013; Hao et al., 2005; Parasuraman and Nestor, 1993; Park et al., 2012; Perry and Hodges, 1999; Redel et al., 2012; Rizzo et al., 2000) , but patients remain able to recruit attention in selected activities (Amieva et al., 2016; Clare et al., 2010; Germain et al., 2019) . Attention-related brain networks studied with resting state functional MRI (rsfMRI) were reported to be altered as the AD severity progressed . There are two main attention networks. The dorsal attention network (DAN), centered on the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and connected to the superior and middle frontal gyri, supports top-down voluntary orientation of attention (Asplund et al., 2010; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002) . The ventral attention network (VAN), centered on the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) and connected to the orbitofrontal cortex, is involved in bottomup attraction of attention by salient events (Corbetta et al., 2008; Todd et al., 2005) .
Neuroimaging studies have shown that the DAN and the VAN have antagonistic effects in shortterm memory (STM) tasks (Corbetta et al., 2008; Majerus et al., 2012; Todd et al., 2005; Todd and Marois, 2004) . When healthy subjects require attentional control to process increasing STM load, DAN activity is enhanced, whereas the VAN shows progressive deactivation (Majerus et al., 2012) . Very few studies have examined the effects of AD on the cerebral activation underlying attention with task-related fMRI. Decreased activity was observed in bilateral parietal and frontal lobes during two visual selective attention tasks (Hao et al., 2005) . A recent metaanalysis of task-fMRI cognitive studies in AD showed that hypoactivity compared to control participants mainly affected the default mode (DMN), VAN (such as BA 47) , and visual networks . However, increased activity was found in other parts of the DMN
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(such as the precuneus), VAN (such as BA 44 and BA 40) , frontoparietal and somatomotor networks, possibly reflecting compensation processes.
The DAN and the VAN in AD have been more systematically explored with restingfMRI (Brier et al., 2012) . Disease-related decrease of DAN resting functional connectivity was commonly reported (Brier et al., 2012) , mainly when mean mini-mental state exam score was lower than 14 (Li et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015) . Effects on the VAN are less consistent. While studies observed decreased VAN functional connectivity (Qian et al., 2015) , relative preservation (notably involving BA 44) was also reported (Li et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015) . Moreover, the inter-network connectivity between the VAN and the DAN was recently shown to be decreased, while preserved connectivity between the DMN and the DAN was interpreted as compensatory (Li et al., 2013) .
We studied the effects of early AD on DAN and VAN functioning using an fMRI paradigm that contrasted both networks in the same short-term memory task (Majerus et al., 2012) . In this paradigm, increase of short-term memory load is associated with increased activity of the DAN and decreased activity of the VAN. At the behavioral level, we expected lower response accuracy and slower response times for higher load conditions, and this most strongly in AD patients compared to controls. At the neural level, we based our hypotheses on our previous study in healthy older compared to young volunteers (Kurth et al., 2016) and we anticipated a similar trend between early AD and older controls. Accordingly, we expected preserved DAN activation and lesser VAN reactivity in our mild AD patients compared to controls. We expected maintained interaction between networks in our mild AD patients, as opposed to what may occur in more advanced stages of the disease.
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Material and Methods

Participants
Probable Alzheimer patients were in a mild stage of the disease (McKhann et al., 2011) , with a Mini Mental State score > 20 (Folstein et al., 1975) . The diagnosis was clinical, without biomarkers of abnormal protein deposits in the brain. Controls (n = 21), without a history of neuropsychiatric disorders, were recruited from seniors' organizations and among the experimenters' acquaintances. Thirteen of fifty potential participants with AD were excluded because they were unable to perform the task in the scanner. Neuroimaging data from two more patients and one control were discarded due to excessive movement artifacts. Excluded and included patients had similar ages (excluded: 76.5 ± 5.2 years; included: 73.1 ± 8.0 years; t(46) = -1.44, p = .16). The Dementia Rating Scale (Mattis, 1976) score was lower in the excluded group (excluded: 113.08 ± 10.45; included: 122.34 ± 9.6; t(46) = 2.89, p < .05). The remaining groups of 20 healthy controls and 35 AD patients (Supplementary table 1) were matched for age and education (age, t(53) = .16, p = .31; education, t(53) = .84, p = .16 ). On the Dementia Rating Scale, each control participant performed above the cut-off score of 130, and AD patients scored lower than controls (t(53) = 6.99, p < .001). This was true for all sub-scores, apart from construction. There was also a decrease in performance for digit-symbol coding test (Wechsler, 1997) and total recall at Rey auditory verbal learning test (Rey, 1964) in patients (t(53)=5.1, p<.0001 and t(53)=7.8, p<.0001 respectively). The study, approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Liège, was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, with participants providing informed written consent. We followed the protocol of our previous study A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T on healthy older participants (Kurth et al., 2016) , and no other neuropsychological data was obtained.
Task description
The short-term memory task, which had previously been tested in elderly participants (Kurth et al., 2016) , is described in Fig. 1 . In the retrieval phase, an array of lines (the number of lines corresponded to the number of consonants presented previously) was presented to the participant. A consonant was displayed in one of the positions of the lines and the participant had to decide, by pressing a yes/no button whether this consonant was presented previously and had occurred in the indicated position. An additional baseline condition consisted of the presentation of a sequence containing two or five identical vowels ordered horizontally, followed by a delay (a fixation star with a variable duration) and a response display showing the same letter in one of the two or five positions. The probe letter was presented in either upper-or lowercase, and participants had to decide whether the case was the same as in the target list. In half of the trials and for each load, a distractor stimulus was presented during the short-term memory maintenance phase. The distractor stimulus was also a letter but presented very briefly and in small and grey font to be just noticeable (Kurth et al., 2016) in order to induce stimulus-driven activity in the VAN; bottom-up attentional capture during controlled task processing usually requires that the distractor stimulus is salient and task-related, but task-irrelevant (Todd et al., 2005) . This manipulation allowed us to search for possible bottom-up interference with the ongoing task (Majerus et al., 2012; Todd et al., 2005) . The four STM conditions (load two with and without distractor, load five with and without distractor) and the baseline condition were presented in a single session using an event-related design. There were twenty-six trials for each STM condition and twenty trials for the baseline condition. The trials were presented in A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T pseudorandom order, with the restriction that two trials with the same load condition could not be separated by more than five trials with a different condition. Participants were instructed to respond as accurately and quickly as possible, and response accuracy and response times were recorded.
Imaging procedure
Due to a change of scanner during the study, imaging data were acquired on two different machines. Imaging data for nine out of twenty healthy elderly participants and for twelve out of thirty-five AD patients were collected on a 3-Tesla head-only Siemens Allegra scanner (Siemens, Allegra, Erlangen, Germany) with the standard transmit-receive quadrature head coil. Imaging data for the remaining eleven control participants and twenty-three AD patients were collected on a whole-body 3-Tesla Siemens Prisma scanner operated with a 20-channel receiver head coil (Magnetom Prisma, Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany).
Multislice T2*-weighted functional images were acquired with a gradient-EPI sequence using With both machines, head movement was minimized using foam pads. Stimuli were displayed on a screen positioned at the rear of the scanner, which participants could see comfortably in a mirror mounted on the standard head coil.
Functional MRI analysis
Preprocessing
Imaging data were preprocessed and analyzed using the SPM12 toolbox (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience) implemented in MATLAB 7.12. (Mathworks Inc., Sherborn, MA), as presented in Supplementary data.
Functional analyses
Individual brain responses were estimated at each voxel using a general linear model with epoch-and event-related regressors, as previously described (Kurth et al., 2016) . The model assessed sustained activity over all the STM trials as a function of load (five vs. two items), and the epoch regressors ranged from each trial's onset time until the participant's response. It
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included event-related regressors assessing transient activity associated with distractor stimuli presentation as a function of load. This model explored the overall effects of STM load on the DAN and the VAN, independently of the STM phase. The design matrix included the four conditions described above (load two and five, with or without distractor). The realignment parameters were included as multiple regressors and the design matrix also included nuisance parameters from the artifact reduction software. We essentially searched for brain areas that were more activated in the high load (five items) than in the low load (two items) condition and vice versa. To compare the two groups, the contrast images were entered in second-level analyses, corresponding to two sample t-test random effect models. The scanner type was introduced as a covariate. As a rule, statistical inferences were performed at the voxel level at p < .05 FWEcorrected for multiple comparisons across the entire brain volume using random field theory (Worsley et al., 1996b) . Moreover, to directly test hypotheses about DAN and VAN involvement, region of interest analyses were conducted by selecting a 10-mm radius sphere around the averaged published coordinates for locations of interest (Supplementary table 2) and by conducting statistical analysis directly on these regions with additional small volume corrections (Worsley et al., 1996a) . To further test the reliability of the statistical significance for group differences in brain activations, we conducted a second-level Bayesian analysis. This analysis provides a probability estimate for the likelihood of a difference in activation size (expressed as a percentage value between 0 and 100) and is not susceptible to multiple comparison problems (Neumann and Lohmann, 2003) .
Correlation was searched for between STM and attention performance and activation in attention networks using Pearson statistical test.
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Psychophysiological interactions (PPI)
Differential connectivity patterns as a function of high versus low load STM conditions in each group (which represent the main experimental manipulation in this study) were explored.
Intraparietal sulcus (IPS) regions were chosen as regions of interest since they belong to the DAN and could be informative about inverse relationships with VAN regions. Individual cerebral activity for the two IPS regions was extracted using a spherical 10-mm radius. A general linear model was used to perform psycho-physiological interaction analyses. At the first analysis level (fixed effect), three regressors were created: (1) psychological condition (high versus low load condition), (2) activity in the seed area, and (3) interaction of interest between the former (psychological) and the latter (physiological) regressor. The contrast images obtained allowed us to determine, for each participant, how the (positive or negative) correlation between the IPS and other brain areas was modulated by the psychological conditions. The contrast images were used at the second level (random-effect analysis) for between-group comparisons. The scanner type was introduced as a covariate. All consistent psycho-physiological interaction results are presented at a cluster level (built from a voxel level p < .001 uncorrected threshold) with a threshold of p < .05 FWE-corrected for multiple comparisons (Worsley et al., 1996b) .
Methodological considerations are provided as Supplementary data.
Results
Behavioral data
Response accuracy was assessed via a 2 (STM: two, five) by 2 (Distractor: present or shown that healthy controls are sensitive to distractors (Kurth et al., 2016; Majerus et al., 2012) .
We analyzed the distractor by load interaction separately for each group. Such an interaction was observed for reaction times (but not response accuracy) only in the healthy controls, (F(1,19) = 4.91, p < .05, η 2 P = .21); it was not significant in the AD group (F(1,34) = 1.65, p = .43, η 2 P = .02).
Imaging data
Effects of STM load
The first comparison (high > low load) explored DAN activation with increasing load. No between-group difference was observed. This was confirmed by a second-level Bayesian
analysis testing group differences in regions of the DAN. For all the selected regions of interest (right and left IPS, right and left superior frontal gyrus, right middle frontal gyrus), log evidence fell between -3 and 3 and posterior probability was between 51.3% and 83.8%. To determine the load effect (five > two) common to both groups, a (null) conjunction analysis was performed.
This showed common positive effects of STM load in a large set of regions extending from the occipital lobe to the superior parietal lobule, including the bilateral IPS. Other regions typically activated during a STM task (supplementary motor area, precentral frontal areas) were also activated (Table 1 and Fig. 4) . A region of interest analysis confirmed activation in DAN regions for the high versus low load condition.
The reverse comparison (low > high load) explored the deactivation of VAN regions with increasing load. There was no between-group difference, and this was confirmed by a secondlevel Bayesian analysis testing group differences in regions of the VAN. For all tested regions of interest (right and left TPJ, right and left orbitofrontal cortex), the log evidence was between -3 and 3 and posterior probability was between 53.2% and 64.0 %. A conjunction analysis was also performed but elicited no significant activation. To better understand the non-significant conjunction analysis, results were examined for each group separately. In the controls, the expected inverse effect of STM load was observed. The angular gyrus was increasingly deactivated and region of interest analysis confirmed deactivation of the left TPJ with increasing load (Table 2 ). In the AD group, the contrast did not involve significant activation in any region.
When individual values of DAN activation were plotted, there was no over-activation in AD participants. The values were all in the same range in controls and patients.
None of the correlations between scores at fMRI STM task or attention tests outside the scanner and activation in attention networks was significant in our AD patients.
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Effects of distractor stimulus
For the low load condition, the presence of a distractor did not lead to group differences in brain activity. We then compared the two load conditions. When exploring the effects of distractor in the low > high load condition, there was no between-group difference, a result confirmed by a second-level Bayesian analysis testing group differences in VAN regions of interest for this contrast. For all tested regions of interest (right and left TPJ, right and left orbitofrontal cortex), the log evidence fell between -3 and 3 and posterior probability was between 55.5% and 79.7%.
A conjunction analysis was also performed but elicited no significant activation, nor was there significant activation for this contrast in either group analyzed separately.
The reverse comparison exploring the effect of distractor in the high > low load conditions did not elicit any between-group difference. This result was confirmed by a Bayesian analysis testing differences in VAN regions of interest. For all the regions of interest (right and left TPJ, right and left orbitofrontal cortex) tested, the log evidence was between -3 and 3 and posterior probability was between 55.5% and 79.7%. A conjunction analysis elicited no significant activation. When analyzing each group's results separately, no significant activation was seen in the control group. In the AD, increased activity was observed in the angular gyrus for the high > low condition and region of interest analyses showed right TPJ activation. The
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superior frontal gyrus and cerebellum were also activated in the AD group for this contrast (Supplementary table 5) .
Psychophysiological interactions
We performed a psychophysiological interaction analysis to test whether the functional connectivity previously observed in older adults (Kurth et al., 2016) between DAN regions (left and right IPS) and VAN regions in high > low load condition was still present in AD. There was no between-group difference, and the conjunction analysis did not provide significant results. In the healthy older adults, seed regions (left and right IPS) were negatively correlated with left inferior parietal regions (classically involved in STM tasks) in high > low load condition (Table   3 ). In the AD group, there was a negative correlation between a right IPS seed region and a right TPJ region belonging to the VAN in high > low load condition, suggesting an interaction between the DAN and the VAN in AD.
Discussion
Despite extensive research, the nature of the neural networks supporting our ability to temporarily maintain verbal information remains a matter of controversy. From neuroimaging studies in healthy young participants, we know that verbal STM tasks yield a consistent pattern of fronto-parietal activation, including the bilateral dorsal prefrontal, middle and superior frontal, premotor and supplementary motor areas, as well as parietal, superior temporal and cerebellar regions (Linden et al., 2003; Majerus et al., 2006; Paulesu et al., 1993; Salmon et al., 1996; Ungerleider et al., 1998) The present study explored the effects of early AD on the DAN and the VAN and their interactions during a STM task. Behaviorally, across-participants decreased performance and increased reaction times with increasing STM load were observed as expected (Kurth et al., A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 2016; Majerus et al., 2012) . AD participants performed slightly worse and were slower than the controls in the fMRI environment, but the accuracy remained above seventy percent of correct responses in all patients, suggesting that their top-down and bottom-up attentional control abilities were sufficient to reach this performance in our study. Regarding neuroimaging, increased activation was observed in the DAN (such as in BA7 and BA6) and other STM-related regions in a conjunction analysis of "high > low load condition" in controls and AD participants, in keeping with previous studies with young and healthy older volunteers (Kurth et al., 2016; Majerus et al., 2012; Todd et al., 2005) . There was no group difference, suggesting that DAN activation is relatively preserved in early AD. There was no hyper-activation either in AD participants, showing that the results were not driven by a subgroup of high performers in patients.
The reverse comparison (low > high load) elicited no group difference but no common activation either. The expected VAN deactivation (BA37) with high load was observed in controls. In AD, deactivation was not important enough in any VAN region to reach significance. A tentative explanation is that VAN remained sensitive to distractor stimuli in the high load condition, suggesting, at the neural level, that AD participants could not prevent VAN to direct bottom-up attention to distractors.
Psychophysiological analyses also showed no between-group difference in functional connectivity measures. When each group was analyzed separately, AD patients showed a "classical" negative interaction between the IPS and a TPJ region (Fox et al., 2006; Majerus et al., 2012) , suggesting that the DAN and the VAN still (inversely) interact.
Previous researches on neuroimaging of STM in AD used quite variable designs that differed according to tasks, number of participants and their disease stage, and threshold applied A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T to statistical analyses. There are reports of increased or decreased brain activation, frequently located in executive, episodic memory or modality-specific networks and sometimes in attentional networks. More specifically, hyperactivation in regions involved in STM was first suggested in an early study of verbal STM using positron emission tomography (PET) in a sample of seven AD participants compared to controls (Becker et al., 1996) . Another PET study in AD used a delayed match to sample paradigm where delays varied from 1 to 16 seconds (Grady et al., 2001 ). The main result was an increase of activity in the right prefrontal cortex and in the left amygdala that was correlated with better performance in the patients. Such a correlation is consistent with a compensatory process when activity is preserved or increased in AD participants. Subsequent studies used fMRI. In a delay match to sample task, there was higher activation in the parietal and frontal lobes in MCI participants compared to healthy controls during the maintenance phase (Bokde et al., 2010) . However, it was hippocampal activity that correlated to response times during the recall phase in this MCI group. Decreased activity in AD was reported during a 1-back STM task in the left frontal pole, the left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and the right premotor cortex, while increased activation was shown in the precuneus compared to the healthy controls (Lim et al., 2008) . Other studies reported correlations between STM performance and brain regions in AD. Verbal span in STM correlated to premotor glucose metabolism while visual span correlated with parieto-occipital metabolism (Collette et al., 1997) . Spatial span forward performance was related to bilateral precentral sulcus and parieto-occipital thinning in AD (Foxe et al., 2016) . Accordingly, working memory performance correlated with glucose metabolism in left-sided temporoparietal regions (Kobylecki et al., 2018) . On the other hand, visual STM performance correlated with cortical thinning along the long axis of the MTL and associated cortical nodes of anterior and posterior
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MTL networks (Das et al., 2016) and decreased hippocampal volume was significantly associated with deficits in short term object-location binding in familial AD (Liang et al., 2016) .
In summary, there is a complex distribution of regional activity related to STM task in AD, and some regions pertaining to attentional networks may show high activation. As expected, many different regions (underlying different cognitive processes) are correlated with STM performance, including regions pertaining to the DAN.
In our mild AD patients who were still able to perform the STM task with high accuracy (even though below controls' level), preserved activation in DAN regions when task demand increased seems to temper reports of decreased frontoparietal activation in previous task fMRI studies (Hao et al., 2005) and of decreased DAN functional connectivity in resting fMRI studies (Li et al., 2012; Qian et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015) . Our results suggests that mild AD patients could maintain DAN activity within the normal range. AD's effects on the VAN have been less studied in the task fMRI literature. Most resting fMRI studies have reported decreased functional connectivity in the VAN (Qian et al., 2015; Redel et al., 2012) , although it was also shown to be relatively preserved (Li et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015) . We found that controls and mild AD patients recruited the VAN and we observed no significant between-group differences, but AD participants maintained VAN activation for distractors in high load. This was consistent with a lesser VAN deactivation in high load previously observed in older healthy participants (Kurth et al., 2016) . Psychophysiological analyses suggested that the dorsal and ventral attention networks could still functionally interact in AD, in keeping with a previous resting fMRI study where connectivity was similar in AD and control participants . Disrupted VAN and DAN connectivity but increased DAN and DMN connectivity was reported in a recent resting fMRI study, but the patients were at a more advanced stage of AD (Li et al., 2013) . In our
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A N U S C R I P T healthy controls, the IPS interacted negatively with an anterior parietal region in which activation may reflect distractor stimulus processing, since it has been shown to be sensitive to bottom-up attention driven by stimulus salience (Geng and Mangun, 2009 ).
The discrepancies between our results and the literature could be explained by the use of heterogeneous tasks and patients' differing disease stages. Indeed, while our patients were in the mild stages of AD (Mini Mental State exam > 20) , the mean Mini Mental
State exam score for patients in previous studies was 18 (Hao et al., 2005) or ranged from 18 to 27 . The Mini Mental State exam score was even lower (12 to 13) in some resting fMRI studies (Li et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015) . Accordingly, the breakdown in attention networks may not be as great in our mild AD patients as in people at more advanced disease stages.
Although attentional networks were recruited in our AD patients, possibly allowing to maintain performance above 70% accuracy in all participants, decreased STM performance compared to controls was nevertheless observed and might have several neural correlates and underlying cognitive causes. Our first explanation is that VAN activity (directed to bottom-up stimuli) is maintained in the high load condition. Alternately, we specifically examined encoding and retrieval of words in STM. In a previous study (Peters et al., 2009) . AD patients showed reduced activation in frontal regions more anterior than in the current study (BA10 and BA44) suggesting that executive control processes (and more specifically integration and coordination processes) most probably underlaid reduced STM performance in AD patients (Baddeley et al., 1991; Belleville et al., 1996) . Decreased activation around the left supramarginal gyrus (B40, much more anterior than activation in the current study) suggested that altered phonological processes could further contribute to verbal STM difficulties (Collette et al., 1999; , 2012) . At the same time, AD patients showed increased activation in medial temporal lobe, suggesting that they might recruit alternative recognition mechanisms when performing the STM task (Peters et al., 2009) . A recent study reported an impaired ability to bind item information to serial position within working memory in AD patients compared to controls (De Belder et al., 2017) . The authors emphasized that spatial attention is crucially involved during item localization and retrieval in working memory.
We followed a previous fMRI protocol designed for healthy elderly volunteers, and a main limitation in this study is the lack of an extensive neuropsychological evaluation of working memory and attention in our participants.
In conclusion, we could not find significantly different activation of two key attention networks between mild AD patients and controls performing a STM task. DAN activation was maintained to perform the task, but was not sufficient to reach normal performance. In each group, DAN and VAN regions interacted during task performance. These results contrast with a common pessimistic view of profound network alteration in the literature and argue that attentional resources remain available in patients with early-stage Alzheimer's disease. 
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A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T nor a significant between-group difference was observed.
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T consonants (fixed duration: 3250 ms) followed by the appearance of a star indicating the maintenance phase (variable duration: random Gaussian distribution centered on a mean duration of 4000 ± 500 ms). In the retrieval phase (4000 ms), the participant viewed an array of lines. A consonant was displayed in the position of one of the lines and the participant had to press a yes/no button to indicate whether this consonant had been presented previously and had occurred in the indicated position. In half of the trials and for each load, a distractor stimulus was presented briefly. 
